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SUMMARY

During the last few years the writer has made a thorough study of the possibility of
applying vertical aerial photographs to soil survey and land classification. As a consequence
of this study a new method was developed the so-called pedological analysis of aerial
photographs, which opens up fresh perspectives for soil mapping in various countries. The
production of soil maps and land classification maps can be greatly speeded up with the
aid of systematic pedological photo-analysis. In most cases the field work can be reduced
to V4 or even less of the normal amount, while at the same time the result is more
accurate. The pedological photo-interpretation makes it possible to produce reconnaissance
soil maps of large territories quickly and efficiently. For very vast areas where researches
must still be carried out aerial photography offers great possibilities, which are discussed
below in greater detail.
INTRODUCTION

It is more than 30 years since COBB (1923) drew the attention of soil surveyors to the fact that aerial photographs might present an important expedient
for soil mapping. Since than much has been changed, not only in the technique
of soil mapping, but also in aerial photography and its application. The progress in aerial photography and in the instruments for interpretation of the
photographs and in the execution of measurements is such, that important
perspectives are opening for the soil scientist, the land classification expert
and the soil conservationist.
In many countries vertical aerial photographs or aerial photomosaics are
used as basic maps for the field work (STEPHENS, 1953 and Soil Survey Staff,
1951). As aerial photos show more details of the terrain and as also the vegetation and the relief are clearly visible through the stereoscope, an orientation
on these photos is much easier than on a map. Consequently, the marking
of data on the photo can be done more accurately and quickly. Contrary to
a map on which all objects are indicated by means of their specific symbols,
the photo gives a true view of every object on the ground and of the forms
of the earth's surface. When using air photos it must be possible to identify
these objects ; one should be able to read the air photos. This can quickly be
learned, because in the field the photo can be compared with reality. To this
end the use of a pocket stereoscope is recommended.
On many air photos phenomena can be observed, which might be of great
importance to soil science; this has led to air photo interpretation. The success
of such interpretations depends largely on the knowledge and ability of the
photo-interpreter and on the complementary and controlling field research
work which has been carried out. The results thus obtained usually concern
the identification of the parent material in which the soil profile is developed
*) See previous article published in this review by the same author (BURINGH, 1953).
2
) Received for publication January 21, 1954.
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(FROST a n d WOODS, 1946, 1948). I t is obvious, however, t h a t no photo is
properly interpreted if t h e p h e n o m e n a visible on it are only used for theoretical
discussions about t h e origin of t h e soil or about t h e formation of t h e p a r e n t
material (VON FRYTAG DRABBE, 1951). Such remarks can just as well b e m a d e
in connection w i t h t h e image of a soil m a p or in t h e field, they are not
peculiar to aerial photographs. This kind of interpretation is n o aerial photo
interpretation in t h e sense in which w e understand this ; it is an interpretation of t h e result of a pedological research.
M o d e r n soil survey a n d soil classification are based on t h e study of t h e soil
profile. This study is executed partly in t h e field a n d partly in t h e laboratory.
In t h e latter case samples of all horizons a n d layers of typical profiles a r e
analysed, in order to get to know their physical, chemical a n d biological
characteristics. I t is clear that aerial photographs will hardly b e used for
this work.
T h e possibilities of t h e use of aerial photos can b e found in quite a
different sphere, viz. in that of t h e pedological photo analysis ; this is a n e w
application which is important for soil a n d land classification. T h e aerial photos
contain m u c h valuable information as regards t h e physical condition of t h e
earth's surface. As far as they are of interest to soil science, these data m a y
b e analysed. F o r this air photo analysis many elements must b e considered ;
they can b e studied a n d handled either separately or in groups. T h e result
is a large n u m b e r of soil boundaries, which can b e marked on t h e photo with
very great accuracy. T h e subsequent soil m a p p i n g units show t h e factors in
which they differ a n d those which they all h a v e in common. Naturally, this
only applies to those features which are indispensable for t h e analysis. This
work, which every soil surveyor can learn, must b e carried o u t systematically,
as it is based on exact a n d measurable data ; t h e result is a geographical
analysis on a pedological basis (BUEINGH, 1953).
T h e pedological photo analysis m u s t b e considered as a tentative study of
a soil m a p of which m a n y important data are already known. T h e time which
a soil scientist trained in photo analysis needs for this work is short compared
with t h e duration of normal field work. W i t h t h e aid of aerial photo-analysis
field research can b e carried out m u c h more quickly a n d accurately. T h e
saving of time is mainly d u e to t h e fact that m a n y field observations which
are otherwise neccessary for determining t h e location of t h e soil/ boundaries
have n o w become superfluous. Those boundaries which cannot b e determined
at all, or only inaccurately, b y means of aerial photo-analysis, must b e traced
in t h e field. F o r all m a p p i n g units a check must b e carried out in t h e field
in order to classify them properly. D u r i n g t h e photo analysis a p r o g r a m for
efficient field work m a y b e set u p to ensure that profile observations can b e
carried out at t h e most typical points. Another advantage is t h a t this systematic
method can also b e applied to domains u n k n o w n to soil survey, which is not
possible with air photo interpretation.
This m e t h o d of air photo analysis is not only important for soil classification, b u t also for land classification, agricultural engineering, soil erosion surveys, soil conservation, highway engineering, geography, land use planning,
• geology, u r b a n planning a n d many other sciences, (COLWELL, 1952)w h e r e data
of t h e physical condition of t h e earth's surface are used. M u c h progress h a s
already been m a d e in highway engineering, which deserves t h e attention of
soil scientists (FROST, 1952, SMITH, 1943, 1952, 1953, COLWELL, 1952).
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A third application of aerial photos to soil science is pedological air photo
interpretation. Here two methods can be distinguished viz. that of interpolation and that of extrapolation. Both are only applied to the reconnaissance
soil survey and the general land classification. With the method of interpolation certain strips of the terrain in question are normally examined, i.e. photoanalysis in combination with field research, while the strips in between are
treated by aerial photo-analysis only. This, combined with the experience
gained from the total research, makes it possible to produce within a short
time soil or land classification maps which satisfy reasonable requirements.
The extrapolation method can only be applied to surveys for orientation
purposes. Here the interpreter's pedological experience obtained with other
researches in similar terrains is of great assistance for the research of the areas
photographed ; afterwards a very general field for the purpose of orientation
is carried out. Even this produces interesting results, as is proved by the work
of REED (1951) in Liberia.
These two methods of pedological air photo interpretation have nothing to
do with the pedological considerations about the result of the research. Such
remarks may be made at the end of any pedological research, even if no
aerial photographs have been used.
PBINCIPLES OF PHOTO-ANALYSIS

An air photo analysis is carried out by identifying objects and patterns
which represent soil mapping units and at the same time by the precise
marking of the boundaries between these units. The importance of this analysis
depends on the kind of characteristics on which the boundaries and units are
based. There are, for instance, certain elements of aerial photo-analysis which
point to great differences in the soil condition, whereas others indicate slight
differences. To the first category belong land forms and slopes, to the second
the differences in vegetation. During separate photo-analyses of a few elements
the same boundaries very often come to the fore. This is an indication that
the mapping units in question differ in some characteristics, which makes this
analysis more valuable.
The possibilities of aerial photo analysis depend especially on the quality
of the aerial photograph, which is influenced by many factors, such as the
scale of the photographs, the camera, the film material, the weather conditions before and during the aerial survey etc. The nature of the area to be
analysed also plays an important role. We shall not go into the details of all
these features, although they are very important for the practical execution
of an analysis. The technique of air photo analysis has to be learned in order
to fully exploit the photographs. The analysis is carried out by means of
some measuring instruments and a good stereoscope, provided with an excellent
binocular (5 X enlargement).
The mapping units obtained by means of pedological photo analysis are
chiefly soil associations, soil complexes and soil phases. Various soil phases,
such as soil slope and erosion phases can be plotted quickly and accurately
by means of measurements during the analysis. When the soil is classified,
there are sometimes features which cannot be found on the photograph, e.g.
lime content, colour of subsoil etc. ; they can only be plotted with the aid of
normal field work. In general it will not be possible to identify on the photo18
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graph all the soil units to be plotted. This is not the intention either; the
object of a pedological analysis of aerial photographs is to analyse and plot
that which is considered important and which is clearly visible on the photograph, after which the normal field and laboratory research can start. It will
then be seen that compared with soil mapping without photo-analysis, this
method is quicker and more efficient. An experienced soil scientist, who knows
how to classify and plot, also knows what terrain characteristics are used for
this purpose. Field experience is a primary requisite for the execution of a
pedological photo-analysis.
ELEMENTS OF PEDOLOGICAL PHOTO-ANALYSIS

The vertical aerial photograph gives an image of the physical condition of
the earth's surface and of everything on it. The view from above affords an
excellent survey of a large part of the terrain. This is especially important
for wooded or closely built-up areas or for areas with hills, tree belts or dykes,
where the view of the terrain from the ground is interrupted. The aerial photo
shows all kinds of details in their proper connection. Knowledge of geological
and geomorphological features, which sometimes are very important for soil
science, is necessary (SMIT SIEBINGA, 1948).
When studying the photos through a stereoscope it can immediately be
seen that the terrain consists of some totally different land types, which are
usually identified by the difference in shape and relief.
It is clear that in the valleys, at the foot of the hills, on the slopes and on
the plateaus different soils occur. These land type units can be very accurately
marked on the photograph ; at the same time it can be seen which units
— as regards the analysed features — are similar. (BELCHEB, 1950, has also
pointed this out).
In many flat, alluvial areas the process of sedimentation often plays an
important role. The soil genesis is closely linked up to this, so that also on
air photos in many seemingly flat territories many units may still be plotted.
In arid areas with saline and alkaline soils very distinct differences often
occur, which are easy to analyse.
Similarly the hydrológical condition of soils also lends itself well for analysis.
Gully and drainage patterns which must usually be plotted completely, often
vary greatly in land types where the soil conditions also differ largely. For an
erosion survey it is important that the erosion types, the extent and intensity
of the soil erosion be analysed.
Of the soil phases, it is particularly the soil thickness, the soil erosion, the
soil slope and the soil drainage phase which play a significant role. Burned
and silted phases can also very often be clearly identified. The measurements
which are necessary for establishing the various soil slope phases, can be
carried out during the air photo reading. To this end one must master the
principles of photogrammetry.
A number of important elements used during the pedological air photoanalysis have already been mentioned. Considering their very close relation
to the features which influence the soil profile development, an analysis of
such elements usually produces a correct and valuable result.
The natural vegetation cover of an area may contain important indications
as to the soil condition (v. D. EYK, 1953, v. D. EYK and HENDRIKS, 1953). A photo-
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analyst must learn to identify characteristic vegetation types, for instance types
which indicate saltish or brackish water conditions, dry or h u m i d conditions;
etc. F o r this purpose p h o t o keys of well-known vegetation types are important
(ANONYMOUS, 1945). Very often the most striking variations in the vegetation
are of little pedological significance. An interesting example of this is given
b y WIESLANDER and STOBIE (1953). Furthermore, there are a large n u m b e r of
elements which relate to geographical and agricultural features on aerial
photographs which m a y b e of importance, especially in cultivated areas with
an intensive land use.
Besides the elements which are always indicative of differences in soil
conditions, t h e r e are others which only sometimes relate to differences. T h e
first kind is most important and is therefore always used for photo analysis.
F o r clearness'sake, fig. 3 shows an example of a pedological photo analysis.
Maps 1—frjjgBrfisent the results or six separate analyses. In practice, however,
such awftftjijAsmade in one operation, of which m a p 7 a n d 8 are an illustration. M a p 7 shows on h o w m a n y maps the various boundaries occur. T h u s
the b o u n d e d m a p p i n g units are, with respect to certain factors, either identical
to or different from each other.
T h e boundaries which only occur once are, in this example, b a s e d on vegetation differences, w h i c h in this case is of rather doubtful value. M a p 8 represents the final result of the analysis. W i t h these d a t a at our disposal, the field
work can b e greatly simplified.
An example of an analysis in a flat area is given in fig. 5. F o r t h e production of a pedological photo-analysis many elements are needed. T h e analysis
of the land types mentioned in this article necessitated the use of some twenty
five different elements.
A special advantage of photo-analysis is the great topographic accuracy
of the plotted soil boundaries. It usually is m u c h greater t h a n can b e obtained
in the field. T h e pedological details of the m a p do not reflect this.
T H E APPLICATION OF PHOTO-ANALYSIS

As already mentioned, the photo-analysis m e t h o d may also b e applied for
many other purposes. F o r soil m a p p i n g the analysis actually consists of two
parts, viz.
a) t h e analysis of t h e boundaries ;
b) t h e classification of the m a p p i n g units resulting from the analysis.
It m u s t b e borne in mind t h a t m a n y important pedological features have
not yet b e e n considered ; this because not all factors show on the photo, nor
can they always b e d e d u c e d from it.
T h u s the units considered identical in the analysis need not necessarily b e
the same units on t h e final soil m a p . F r o m this it follows that in any case all
units of the photo analysis must b e studied and classified in the field.
W h e n carrying out the photo-analysis the possibilities and limitations which
the photos offer m a y well b e taken into account. Good air photos, taken on
a scale of 1 :20.000, usually afford the possibility of producing a soil m a p
on a scale of 1:50.000 or one inch to a mile.
F o r soil m a p s on a smaller scale and with aerial photographs on the scale
of 1:40.000 — provided they are of good quality — those elements are usually
analysed which refer to the aim for which the soil m a p is being m a d e . H e r e
the same t e c h n i q u e is applied as for field work.

For reconnaissance soil maps on a scale of 1:100.000 or 1:250.000, a simple
photo analysis is usually sufficient.
There is little sense in carrying out a photo analysis for detailed soil maps
on a scale of 1:25.000 or 1:10.000, because here the field research is the
main point. The soil surveyor can plot beforehand some important boundaries,
which will greatly facilitate his work.
There are some regions of which the aerial photograph either provides
insufficient data or none at all. An example of the first possibility is furnished
by the Zuider Zee reclamation work in the Netherlands. Some years before
starting the actual work, soil and land classification maps were produced of
territories which even now are still many feet under water. Absolutely insufficient data are obtained about some parts of the Tigris and Euphrates valleys,
where in the course of centuries the natural soil conditions have been completely disturbed.
For land classification (LEWIS, 1953) which must also be based on accurate
data, air photo analysis is likewise extremely valuable. Various analyses carried
out for the production of a soil map often are — each separately — of importance for land classification, land reclamation, drainage and irrigation
purposes.
For various objects, land classification must be carried out separately. Not
only pedological and other physical features of the earth's surface play an
important role, but especially those which can be measured and analysed by
means of aerial photographs : sometimes their role is even a decisive one, as
they indicate that parts of the area are absolutely unsuitable for a certain
purpose. The result of such an analysis is that these parts need then no longer
be considered, which will lessen the amount of field work. In this connection
I would like to draw the reader's attention to the following recommendation
of various recent international congresses :
"The meeting calls attention to the value of aerial photography as a basis
for all forms of land classification including classification of agricultural
regions, economic and land classification, topographic mapping, soil mapping
and land capability mapping, and recommends that governments arrange for
aerial surveys of their territory wherever these surveys have not already been
made. The resulting aerial photographs on a suitable scale will much reduce
the expense and increase the degree of accuracy of basic land survey maps
and of all the above mentioned types of land classification" (FcA.O. Intern.
Meeting on Land Utilisation in Tropical Regions, Ceylon, Sept. 1951).
For soil conservation this method of air photo analysis offers still «lore
possibilities than those already mentioned for soil survey. A soil erosion survey
can be executed much more quickly and accurately, if recent photographs
are analysed beforehand. The intensity, the extent as well as the type of the
erosion can be accurately analysed. A proper outline of this is still lacking
in many countries. Good aerial photographs are also extremely useful for the
%work of the soil conservationist, who wants to measure soil slopes (gradient,
length, direction and vegetation).
It is obvious that airphoto analysis is only meant as a means to an end
and cannot replace the field work; yet it may render very important services.
The photo-analyst must refrain from surmises, predictions or unfounded theoretical considerations.
In comparison with all the work still to be carried out for soil survey, land
23

classification and soil erosion, the number of experts is too small. Bearing in
mind that, for instance in the U.S.A. alone (Alaska included) soil maps for
2.200.000 sq. miles have still to be made, that 430 soil scientists and 50 soil
chemists could work on this job alone for a period of 30 years, it is clear
how much is still to be done (SIMONSON, 1952, PASTO, 1953). The costs involved
are estimated at $ 158,000,000. At the present time 130 soil scientists are
employed in the U.S.A., while the annual outlay amounts to abt. $ 1,750,000.
When it is considered that this applies to a country where soil survey was
started 53 years ago and that there are still many other countries where little
or nothing has yet been done, all further comment is superfluous. Not only
is it impossible greatly to increase the number of experts within a short time,
but there are also financial restrictions.
To our mind the significance of the pedological analysis of aerial photographs lies in the introduction of a new technique for soil mapping. This method
considerably increases the performances per expert and at the same time
greatly decreases the expenses of the research per surface unit.
Our experience so far is that by means of airphoto analysis a soil survey
on a scale of 1:50.000 may be carried out in about a quarter of the time
necessary without the use of aerial photographs. The working capacity by
means of this technique may be put at from 800 to 1000 hectares per working day.
THE INTERPRETATION OF AERIAL PHOTOGRAPHS

It is usually expected of the pedological interpretation of aerial photographs
that a thorough study of the photograph will enable the soil condition of the
terrain to be deduced and plotted. This, of course, is practically impossible ;
in order to know the soil condition, other data than those provided by the
aerial photograph are needed. Very often the soil itself is not visible on the
photograph, because it is grown over.
A pedological air-photo interpretation can only be executed in areas of
which the soil condition in large parts is exactly known through an air-photo
analysis and through research in the field and laboratory. For those parts
which have not been studied in the field and which according to the aerial
photograph ought to have the same soil condition, it is possible to deduce
this condition from the air photo by means of photo interpretation. However,
it is a condition that the soil boundaries and the soil mapping units in those
parts are clearly visible on the photograph. This means, that this work can
only be carried out in areas where over a large surface the same mapping
units occur and of which a pedological reconnaissance map on a scale of
1 : 100.000 or smaller is to be made. Only in special cases can the method
be applied to soil maps on a scale of 1:50.000. We have indicated a simple
scheme in fig. 6. If an air-photo analysis has been made of the whole territory
and in the shaded strips complementary field work has been carried out, and
thus the above-mentioned conditions have been satisfied, then for the nonshaded strips an interpretation is sufficient. This actually is an interpolation.
Therefore this method is called the pedological interpretation of aerial photographs according to the method of interpolation. When using this method, it
should be realized that errors can easily occur. It is therefore advisable to do
some checking in the field, at points where this seems most necessary. Thus,
this method of air-photo interpretation opens up some perspectives in soil
24
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METHOD OF INTERPOLATION. The areas indicated with A + F are mapped by photo
analysis in combination with field w o r k ; the areas indicated with A are mapped
by photo analysis only.

survey. It enables the soil surveyor to increase his output of work, without
the quality of his research becoming less.
It is our impression that for this research about one sixth of the time required
for an ordinary soil survey is needed.
The pedological interpretation according to the method of extrapolation is
carried out in such a way that the photo interpreter can use his knowledge
of aerial photographs and soil science also for such territories as have not been
studied in the field at all, or only to a small extent.
In this case a general and pedological orientation research of a large area
is concerned. For this kind of photo-interpretation a classification into simple
land units which affords an insight into the physical soil condition of a large
area must suffice. Though generally speaking this work is only of importance
for thinly populated territories, the result is not less valuable. During some
tours, of which the route can accurately be determined beforehand, the first
pedological data can be collected. This research gives a general idea about
the possibilities of the land development, on the basis of which the most
suitable areas can be selected. A pedological photo-analysis combined with
field and laboratory research can then be executed in these areas, if necessary
by applying the aforementioned method of interpolation.
This method of extrapolation was applied by us for a survey of part of
the South Coast of Dutch New Guinea. A great advantage is that large areas
are excluded from further research, so that all the work and time can be
devoted to a study of soils in areas of which favorable results may be expected.
Mr. FBOST (1952) has already pointed out this great advantage in connection
with highway engineering. If before the second world war this method of
research had been applied in Indonesia, some 90%of the time (according to
Prof. Dr F. A. v. BAKEN, former President of the Institute for Soil Research
in Bogor) which has now been necessary for soil research, could have been
saved. For large parts of the world this way of applying of the aerial photograph may become extremely important.
%
The above-mentioned methods must be developed by continued research ;
experience and knowledge is required from the users. It is therefore advisable
to train oneself in the use of aerial photographs.
Aerial photographs, taken with modern cameras and elaborated with the
latest instruments, have created new possibilities, which are important for soil
and land classification and in many other fields. It should be borne in mind,
however, that there are not only many possibilities, but also limitations to its
25

use. The air-photo analysis and interpretation must be considered as means
of which much may be expected, though not more than they can offer.
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INSTRUCTION MAPS FOR A PEDOLOGICAL ANALYSIS OF AERIAL PHOTOGRAPHS
EXAMPLE OF A PART OF ELGHAB.SYRIA
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F I G . 3.

A SERIES OF EIGHT MAPS O F A PART O F THEGHAB VALLEY IN SYRIA. M a p 1 - 6 show

various elements, which have been analysed in aerial photographs on a scale of
1 :20.000. M a p7 gives the value of the pedological analysis. T h e boundaries
which occur on6, 5,4, 3 or 2 maps areindicated by different lines. Onmap 8,
the final map of thephoto analysis, thesoil units areclassified according to the
factors analysed in theaerial photographs.

H

FIG. 4. A SOIL MAPOF THE SAME AREA AS MAP8 IN FIG. 3. This area has been surveyed
in thefield, without photo analysis. Evidently it would be much easier to m a p
the same area after having made a pedological analysis.
(By courtesy of the NETHERLANDS ENGINEERING CONSULTANTS, T h e Hague, DWARS,

HEERIK and VERHEY, Civil-Engineering, Amersfoort andthe Netherlands Organisation for the reclamation of the waste lands, Arnhem ; Soil survey by Dr. K.
v. D. M E E R ) .

